
designswithhiddencharacter

I am a graphic designer with multidisciplinary experience 

but a passion for editorial and web design. I enjoy creating 

dynamic page layouts that balance carefully typeset body 

copy with experimental, bold imagery. 



An exhibition catalogue for an imaginary exhibition at the V&A gallery on the 

visual history of the anti-Vietnam War protests. It was designed as a way for 

the exhibition to have a long-lasting impact.

voicesofdissent 



The colour change from green to orange acts as a metaphor 

for protests overtaking support for the war and represents the 

defoliant agent orange being dropped on Vietnamese forests.









Trajectory Field V

Rooters XI

BIOGRAPHY GALLERY TICKETS

Body VII

Body VII 
The di�erent forms in the Body series 
of drawings are about a loss of control.  
It is an attempt to unify an internal 
and external atmosphere by showing 
aliveness and evidence of a lived event.
Details

Medium -   casin and carbon on soaked linen   
        paper
Dimensions -  13.5 x 18.5 cm
Year -     2014

THE OTHER SIDE

antonygormley: theotherside  A website for an imaginary exhibition at Plymouth’s ‘The Box’ 

showcasing the other side of Antony Gormley’s work; his 

paintings and drawings. 



BIOGRAPHY GALLERY TICKETS

Touch
The drawings register a moment of lived 
time, not as an action but as a state: 
becoming part of space and time. This is 
an active dispersion, not the melancholy 
of entropy, but a conscious dispersion 
into endlessness. 
Details

Medium -   carbon and casin on paper 
Dimensions -  38.1 x 28.3 cm
Year -     2014

Touch 

Body I

Rooters V

Scroll For More
In This Series

Explore rare paintings and drawings from 
Gormley’s back catalogue in ‘THE OTHER SIDE’; 
an exhibition exclusive to Plymouth’s ‘The Box’. Search

Series (A-Z)

Filter
Age (New)Age (Old)

Size (Large) Colour Exclude Series Exclude Individual Works

Size (Small)

THE OTHER SIDE

antonygormleytheotherside.com

BIOGRAPHY GALLERY TICKETS

Explore rare paintings and drawings from 
Gormley’s back catalogue in ‘THE OTHER SIDE’; 
an exhibition exclusive to Plymouth’s ‘The Box’. Search

Series (A-Z)

Filter
Age (New)Age (Old)

Size (Large) Colour Exclude Series Exclude Individual Works

Size (Small)

THE OTHER SIDE

BIOGRAPHY GALLERY TICKETS

Tickets

THE OTHER SIDE

Day Passes

Child (0-4)

Child (5-14)

Teen 

Adult (18+)

Senior (60+)

Student

Family (upto 5 persons)

Yearly Passes

1 Person

Family (upto 5 persons)

Price

Free

£5.00

£9.50

£14.50

£12.00

£10.50

£45.00

£65.00

£90.00

Quantity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Subtotal

Total Price Checkout

The Box, Tavistock Pl, Plymouth, PL4 8AX



Biography

Antony Gormley is a world renowned British 
sculptor who has made a name for himself 
installing his industrial works in environments 
across the world. Born in London and 
educated by both St Martin’s School of Art 
and then the Slade School of Fine Art until 
1979, Gormley’s first exhibition was at the 
Whitechapel Art Gallery in 1981.  Since then, 
his work has led to critical acclaim, with him 
receiving the Turner Prize in 1994 amongst 
other prestigious awards. 

BIOGRAPHY GALLERY TICKETS

THE OTHER SIDE

‘I did spend a lot of time as a child very confused about whether 
I had a devil in me, or whether I was in a state of grace. I mean, 
these ideas are so potent to anybody with half an imagination.’

The casting process for one of Gormley’s 
metal sculptures involves him wrapping 
himself in cling film and then creating a 
plaster cast of his whole body that he can 
then use with metal. The creation of his 
paintings and drawings is a much looser 
process, however Gormely has been known 
to try and bring his own human experience 
into the work by using his own blood and 
semen as mediums. Despite not using these 
fluids anymore, the knowledge that he did 
has seen him not unexpectedly labelled as 
a controversial artist.

Gormley mainly uses his own body as a 
model to cast his humanoid sculptures and 
through this he captures a specific moment 
of human experience in time. His materials of 
choice include CORTEN steel, cast Iron, 
fibreglass and plaster.  His lesser known 
paintings and drawings are similarly inspired 
by the human form but instead use mediums 
such as charcoal and ink, along with more 
unconventional materials like aniline dye and 
his own bodily fluids. He famously said that 
his work is ‘an attempt to materialise the 
place at the other side of appearance where 
we all live’. As such, his artworks are an 
investigation into the relationship between 
the human body and the spaces it occupies.

The Box, Tavistock Pl, Plymouth, PL4 8AX

Concept

Touch

BIOGRAPHY GALLERY TICKETS

Body I

Body I
These drawings make an evocation of 
presence through a density in a fugitive 
field. The works attempt to render the 
body as a field and to feel the body not 
as a knowable object, but as a subjective 
space of becoming.
Details

Medium -   giclee print in colours on wove     
       paper
Dimensions -  28 x 21.6 cm
Year -     2014

THE OTHER SIDE

The visual style of the website was designed to be reminiscent 

of Gormley’s designs. It allows Gormley’s work to be the focus 

rather than detracting from it.

Website walkthrough can be viewed at:

https://www.behance.net/gallery/137332321/Antony-Gormley-

The-Other-Side 

https://www.behance.net/gallery/137332321/Antony-Gormley-The-Other-Side


THE OTHER SIDE

Swipe Up

Body VII

THE OTHER SIDE

Body VII

Body VII
The di�erent forms in the Body series of 
drawings are about a loss of control.  It is 
an attempt to unify an internal and external 
atmosphere by showing aliveness and 
evidence of a lived event.
Details

Medium -   casin and carbon on soaked linen paper
Dimensions -  13.5 x 18.5 cm
Year -     2014

THE OTHER SIDE

Explore rare paintings and drawings from 
Gormley’s back catalogue in ‘THE OTHER SIDE’; 
an exhibition exclusive to Plymouth’s ‘The Box’.

SearchFilter
Series (A-Z Age (New)Age (Old)

Size (Large) Colour

Exclude Series Exclude Individual Works

Size (Small)

Biography

‘I did spend a lot of time as 
a child very confused about 
whether I had a devil in me, 
or whether I was in a state 
of grace. I mean, these ideas 
are so potent to anybody 
with half an imagination.’

THE OTHER SIDE
Tickets

THE OTHER SIDE

Day Passes

Child (0-4)
Free

Child (5-14)
£15.00

Teen
£18.50

Adult (18+)
£28.50

Senior (60+)
£26.00

Student
£22.50

Family (upto 5 persons)
£60.00

Yearly Passes

1 Person
£65.00

Family (upto 5 persons)
£90.00

Quantity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0



thedreamthatneverexisted  An anthology book conveying the desperate time of The Great 

Depression. It views The American Dream as contemptous  in 

showing disregard for the feelings of those living in poverty.



The concept was expressed through a distressed design using 

grainy, ripped imagery to reflect a sombre and desperate mood 

which juxtaposes ‘The Dream’.





The ripped imagery, paint and tape were applied by 

hand to print outs of the typeset copy and rescanned 

into the computer to form the final designs.



afterthefall: paradiselost  An experimental book developed for submission to the ISTD 

‘Shaping the World’ brief which highlights the importance of the 

written word in John Milton’s Paradise Lost.



The book takes the fact that Milton inserted new content 

into the Genesis Bible story and new words into the English 

language, and uses it as a basis for interactive elements  

that are inserted in and out of the book in different ways.







07780 302669     instagram.com/maxbrucedesign 
max1bruce2@gmail.com   behance.net/maxbruce1 thankyou 


